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Abstract 
Defining a detailed demonstrator scenario that reflects the abilities and advantages of an 
affordance based architecture and provides a convincing proof of concept in an early stage is 
very helpful for the development of all components of the MACS project. In order to develop 
a proper description, this assay is providing basic facts and suggestions resulting in a scenario 
that consists of a combination of affordance tasks of different complexity.  
This is meant to be a living document, allowing every participant of this project to discuss, 
add or change important aspects of the demonstration scenario as our knowledge of the nature 
of affordance based control grows.
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1 Introduction 
Due to the importance of the demonstrator scenario description for this project, this document 
tries to deduce a final concept step by step, starting with the very basic facts and definitions.  
First, the technical background of the KURT2 configuration, as used in MACS, is described 
in detail. Before thinking about ways to demonstrate affordance based control with this 
platform, we should know exactly its perceptual and manipulating abilities. 
Further on, we started to fill a list of generally applicable problem categories. Every category 
is discussed looking from the perspective of our affordance based approach while suggesting 
concrete exemplary task definitions for every important aspect. 
In a first analysis of this survey, we try to extract resulting requirements to each part of our 
architecture: perception, representation, learning and planning. 
Based on these concepts, we try to formulate a demonstrator scenario description which is 
based on the first version written by J. Hertzberg and S.Frintrop. 
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2 KURT2 technical specifications in MACS 
Affordances that are perceived by an agent in its environment are by definition highly 
subjective. In essence, they are those results of an interaction between the agent and objects in 
its environment that are noticeable and, in a sense of detecting correlations, “reasonable” for 
it. Therefore only those affordances can be considered as part of the demonstrator scenario 
that lie within the constraints of the interactive and the sensory/perceptual abilities of the 
particular agent. As a first step in acquiring ideas for a proper demonstrator scenario, the 
following list of specifications of our KURT2 (MACS) platform should help to develop the 
“robots perspective”. 
 

2.1 Sensor configuration 
a. KURT2 system 

• 6 IR-distance-sensors on each side of KURT2, GP2D12, range: 10-80cm, res: 3cm 
• 2 ultrasonic-distance-sensors UNDK30I6103, range:10 - 70cm, resolution:0,3mm 
• odometry: encoders for both motors 5085/5120 per turn of wheel   

wheel size 228mm/333mm - length of axis 308mm 
• 2 tilt sensors with analog output (max. 10 bit resolution on C167) 

b. Additional sensors: 

• 3D-Laserscanner: 
horizontal field of view 180°, vertical rotation 120°  
resolution: 721 horizontal points,  500 vertical steps  
range 30m (8m with remission values) 12 bit max. resolution 

• 2 pan-tilt- color cameras: 
resolution 320/240 10 FPS, 640/480 5 FPS - 500 steps per axis   
( the complete 3D-Lasercan area can be mapped ) 
 

2.2 Manipulators 
• crane robot arm: 

3 degrees of freedom – 3 12V DC motors are 12bit PWM controlled, encoders on 
every motor, boundary switches, current sensors 
only magnetizable objects can be manipulated– the strength of the electromagnet is 
PWM controlled, strain gage sensor for weight measurement 
 

2.3 Summary of detectable environment/object low level properties 
 

low level property Sensor 
Color, Texture camera 
Shape & Size camera, 3D-laserscanner 
Location camera, 3D-laserscanner 

distance sensors, odometry 
Reflects ultrasonic US sensors 
Reflects IR-radiation IR-sensors, 3D-laserscanner 
IR remission intensity 3D-laserscanner 
Weight load sensor of crane arm 

current sensor of crane arm 
Tilt of ground  tilt sensors 

Tab. 2-1: List of “low level” properties kurt2 can perceive 
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2.4 Low level affordances 
 
Based on these actuatory and sensory abilities we now can deduce a basic set of affordances 
the KURT2-system is able to use & perceive directly. While its sensors provide quite a 
variety of detailed information about the environment its actuatory capabilities are limited to 
driving and manipulating objects with its crane arm. Therefore the set of “low level” 
affordances consists of the following three elements: 
 

Low level affordance definition 
Navigable KURT2 can drive over, onto or 

through those areas of the 
environment 

Movable Some elements of the environment 
(e.g. objects) are neither navigable 
nor fixed to the ground – they can be 
pushed by KURT2.  

Liftable The crane arm can lift and relocate 
objects that are magnetizable and 
light enough. 

Tab. 2-2: Basic set of “low level” affordances for KURT2 

A complex environment surely can provide many more affordances for KURT2. But without 
any additional external help (hard coded affordances, virtual sensors/actuators) they have to 
be combined, interpreted or learned on the basis of these “low level” affordances. 
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3 Problem categories for the MACS demonstrator scenario 
 
Knowing the sensory and mechanical specifications of our agent, the next step in developing 
demonstrator scenarios is to identify categories of applicable problems in the perspective of 
an affordance-based architecture. We begin with a closer look on exploration phases which 
we think are fundamental for demonstrating our approach. The successive list of problem 
categories, ascending in difficulty, should help to elaborate a basic set on which we will be 
able to define scenarios of well known complexities and to compare our results with other 
existing architectures. 
 

3.1 Exploration 
The existence of an exploration phase and an initial exploratory behaviour is fundamental for 
the entire affordance-based architecture. Contrary to a complete predefined knowledge base 
right from the start, autonomous exploration is the only way to truly demonstrate that an agent 
has a working affordance-based architecture and that this concept is able to cope with 
unknown environments and is therefore capable of being used in real world applications. 
Affordances are by definition results of interactions between the agent and objects in its 
environment with effects that are by any means recognizable and relevant to the agent. Hence, 
the main elements of our architecture like perception, manipulation, representation and 
learning have already to be applied in this central stage. Certainly there are different 
motivations/purposes for an exploratory behaviour during an episode. Therefore, we have to 
differ between an initial unbiased phase and necessary goal driven exploration phases in 
between given tasks. 
 
a. initial/unbiased exploration: 

By using affordances, objects no longer only have an appearance, they have a meaning which 
is connected with and defined by their usability for the agent. This meaning of an object 
depends on its general physical characteristics in the perspective of the perceptual and the 
manipulating abilities of the agent and of course of its interactive experience with the object 
and is therefore highly subjective. Providing the agent with a complete affordance-based 
description of its environment would reduce the affordance-based architecture to standard 
object recognition and a standard planner that comprehends all necessary correlations between 
the affordances and the given problem/task. While these surely are key fragments of our 
approach this reduction would lack of very important elements like an affordance-based 
perception to deal with unknown objects and a respective dynamically updateable 
representation supporting different levels of abstraction that together would make the 
approach useful for real applications. For an observer, these fundamental abilities could be 
demonstrated best by making exploration part of every mission. In order to point out the very 
central aspect of an affordance-based architecture, the ability for abstraction, each 
demonstrator mission should start with an initial exploration phase before stating the task 
description/the problem to the agent. In that way, the agent must show general exploratory 
strategies and has to abstract from his gained unspecific knowledge to the problem specific 
task demands. 
Obviously, one main function of such strategies is to reduce the vast number of possible 
exploration acts to a reasonable set of general interactions with the most interesting objects in 
the environment. Therefore, an attention guided exploratory behaviour seems to be the best 
choice. 
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b. biased/goal driven exploration: 

Different in motivation but of course equally essential are goal driven exploration phases 
during missions. After presenting the task to the agent, it has to apply its abstraction and 
problem solving capabilities. To demonstrate their functionality and flexibility, each mission 
should implement situations where the agent's knowledge is not sufficient to solve the task in 
a straightforward way. Either an object with specific affordances has to be found, or a new, 
not yet experienced, affordance has to be discovered. In these cases, a biased exploratory 
behaviour would help to minimize the number of exploratory interactions in the search for 
more information (!). The more sophisticated its problem solving strategies are, the better it 
should be able to specify “what it is looking for”. In terms of an attention based exploration 
behaviour, this would mean a problem dependent bias/filter in the attention heuristic.  
 
Open questions: 
- Assuming that the agent can not learn everything from scratch - what is the optimal balance 

between predefined and self accumulated knowledge? 
- What is a proper set of more or less abstract attributes to classify affordances? 
- Should all possible properties be checked every time the robot encounters a new object or is 

there a predefined basic checklist? How does a proper attention heuristic look like? 
- Should an “older“ object be reanalysed if a new and similar object has different 

affordances? 
 

3.2 Simple correlation 
a. simple action/effect correlations 

Detecting simple action-effect correlations must already be part of the lowest level of 
affordance-based perception and constitute the lowest abstraction level in a hierarchically 
structured representation and learning accordingly1. Each higher abstraction level has to use 
these low level elements, because these represent the rudimentary actions the agent could 
reasonably perform while following a problem-solving plan. Positive AND negative effects 
have to be monitored equally if they have enough relevance. Here a respective object 
classification is mainly organized with respect to appearance. 
 
Examples: 
- “walls are not navigable” 
- “switches can be triggered” 
- “ramps allow to get higher”  
- “cans can be grabbed” 
- “grabbed cans have a certain weight” 
 

3.3 Combinatory correlation 
The combination of objects (resp. the affordances an object assembly has for the agent) is a 
first type of abstraction – yet an indirect way of detecting affordances on a higher level. The 
successful combination of two objects results in inter-object affordances that will also have 
effects on the agent's environment. Allowing combination widens the search space 
considerably. One has to take this into account when looking for a proper exploration 
heuristic. 
 

1                                                 
1 Actually there is no abstraction here – mainly the representation of these effects has to be done in a way that 

supports abstraction. 
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a. combination of properties/objects 

Examples: 
- “a switch can be triggered by heavy objects like KURT2, blue cans, etc.” 
 
b. action chains / problem decomposition 

- “switches open/close doors (1 step)” 
- “door can be opened by triggering the switch with a heavy object (2 steps)” 
- “ramps allow to overcome low walls (3 steps)” 
- “objects with handles can be gripped by using a hook which has to be gripped first” 

[METU-KOVAN] 
 
c. sensor discrepancies 

- the “curtain-problem”: The US- sensor can not see a difference between a curtain and a wall 
- if the curtain is not transparent, IR- and  laser sensors detect the same. Only the camera 

could detect a change of pattern and maybe a movement of the curtain.  
 
d. change of affordances dependant on previous actions of the agent 

- 2 switches are connected in series 
 
Every family of combinatory problems stands for a different problem quality that can be 
scaled easily to higher complexities. Solving one or more of these examples would mean a 
first success of this architecture - but is still comparable to common learning algorithms.2  
 

3.4 Time-dependant correlation 
Detecting time dependant reactions/effects adds yet another dimension to the affordances 
detection process and to the internal representation as well. Again, the search space grows 
considerably. In opposite to actions chains, where time is used implicitly, we here have to 
deal with time in an explicit manner. Complex time dependencies are a major problem in 
almost every learning process. Solving them would exceed the abilities of most existing 
learning algorithms. In real agents/robots, time is always an issue – the question is how 
explicit the architecture considers the concept of time.  
a. repeating events as properties of objects 

- doors open/close as a function of a fixed time pattern 
 

b. delayed reactions/effects on actions of the agents 

- switches have time delayed effects 
 

c. change of affordances dependant on time 

- switches work only every 5 minutes 
d. object permanence 

- heavy small iron balls put into a box make the box heavy; the balls can no longer be seen 
directly [METU-KOVAN] 

 
1                                                 
2 It would be better than most when using abstraction to find and use these combinations effectively to solve the 

given task 
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3.5 Noise 
Dealing with noise is very hard for many known learning and reasoning approaches. It is not 
necessarily needed to present a working affordances based architecture but would improve its 
usability in real world applications. Noise can be introduced on different abstraction levels. 
 
a. Noise on sensor readings 

- obvious, but important for simulation 
 
b. probabilistic events and reactions in the environment 

- the agent should be able to deal with uncertainty  
 
c. random events in the environment 

- effects occur without any correlation to previous states and actions of the agent 
 
d. random reactions on actions of the agent 

- how should the agent react on objects that have unpredictable affordances ? 
 
e. random change of affordances 

- switches triggered by colour can change their rules. (?  relearning)  
 
 

3.6 Abstraction and knowledge transfer to other tasks 
Here, knowledge is meant as a set of problem solution strategies. Handling these strategies 
intentionally independent of explicit objects is the real challenge in this project. It would be 
the most important and most interesting ability of an agent to demonstrate the advantages of 
an affordances based architecture. Problem solving concepts should be transferred to other 
problems with different/unknown objects. Like the elements of a language, objects are 
interchangeable as long as they provide the properties needed to perform a task.  
 
Examples: 
- “transfer the concept of combined switches to other tasks: same setting, same problem with 

other objects, …, “ 
 
Transfer strategies on similar objects/tasks: 
a. using the same strategy with different objects 

 
b. combining objects to substitute an other object 

- stacking some lighter cans on top of the switch can substitute a heave can (3 steps, first 
abstraction?) 

c. Learning by observing 

 

3.7 Relearning 
a. occasional but stable change of affordances 
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4 The demonstration scenario 
The final demonstrator scenario that will be introduced in this section shall reflect the abilities 
and advantages of our affordance based architecture. It shall enable to show that this 
architecture outperforms existing approaches by its ability to deduce the affordances of novel 
objects and thereby finding solutions to new problems easier and faster.  
The demonstration consists of two phases. In a training phase, the robot explores the 
environment, interacts with objects, and learns their affordances. In a test phase, it has to 
fulfill a particular task. Ideally, this task is achieved faster by utilizing the previously learned 
knowledge of affordances than without it. 
 
The final scenario will be the following: the robot is placed into an environment consisting of 
two areas and its task is to navigate from one area into the other. The areas are separated by a 
wall and inside the wall is a door (see Fig. 4-1). The door is openable by a switch next to the 
door. In the environment, there are several cans, some are magnetizable and some are not. By 
taking a magnetizable can and placing it on the switch, the robot is able to open the door and 
reach its goal. To investigate how affordances facilitate to achieve the goal, the environment 
differs in the training and in the test phase. In the training phase, the door is open, there is no 
specified goal except exploring the environment and there are two cans, one is red and 
magnetizable, the other one is blue and not magnetizable. In the training phase, the task of 
reaching the other room is specified.  
Now, the door is closed, and there are many blue, not magnetizable cans but only one red, 
magnetizable one. If the robot is able to decide to immediately take the red can to trigger the 
switch and so using the affordance of red cans to trigger switches, it has a clear advantage 
over a robot trying all cans. 
 

 
Fig. 4-1: Sketch of the demonstrator scenario setup. Existing elements are: navigable and not 

navigable areas, walls, the goal beacon, a door, a switch and can-like objects. 
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This scenario contains many challenging sub-tasks. To illustrate this, we name what the robot 
has to do to fulfill this task: 
  
First, in the exploration phase the robot has to learn that some cans afford grasping, that the 
graspable ones afford to trigger the switch, that the switch affords to be triggered, that the 
door affords to be opened by triggering the switch, that openings afford to navigate through 
and that some areas afford to navigate into them by opening the door and passing through the 
opening. 
Remember, that in this phase the robot has no task. Therefore, it will also learn aspects not 
related to the task, e.g., that the cans are shiftable and that they are stackable. Second, in the 
test phase, the robot has to fulfill its task to move to the second area. It will drive around and 
notice that there is no way to go there.   
Now, it searches in its memory for something that affords to enable the navigation to an area.  
The answer is that a door has such an affordance. The robot knows that the door is opened by 
triggering the switch. Then, it searches for something that affords to trigger the switch and 
knows that a can affords this. It knows that a can has to be graspable to trigger the switch, so 
it looks for a can with the affordance to grasp it. It knows that red cans usually have this 
affordance. So it tries to find a red can, drives to it, grasps it, brings it to the switch, triggers 
the switch, perceives that the door has opened and finally drives through the door. 
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5 Missions leading to the demonstrator scenario 
Due to the complexity of the final demonstrator scenario and the fact that it is very hard to 
prove and measure the performance of an affordance-based architecture, we have to find a 
way to start with simple tasks and increase the complexity step by step towards the final 
scenario. Such a way could be to split it up into multiple missions (similar to those in 
computer games). In each mission, the scenario has a different setting and the robot has to 
learn new affordances. The missions are arranged in topics derived from the key elements of 
the demonstrator scenario (see Tab. 5-1) and each topic is divided into relative levels of 
complexity (see chapter 3). The three mission topics are navigation, simple object handling 
(e.g. cans), and complex object handling (e.g. a switch triggers a door). At each level, several 
missions can be defined to completely investigate the nature of the given problem in respect 
to behavioural, perceptual and learning aspects, under controlled conditions. If a sufficient 
understanding is reached we can proceed to the next level.  
Finally, the last level combines all the different aspects and yields the final demonstrator 
scenario in which navigation, object handling, and switch triggering have to be combined to 
achieve the goal. 
 

Level of 
complexity 

 Navigation  Simple Objects 
(e.g. cans) 

 Complex Objects 
(e.g. switches) 

       

Level 1  Nav_Mission_1.1,..  Can_Mission_1.1,..   
       

Level 2  Nav_Mission_2.1,..  Can_Mission_2.1,..  Switch_Mission_1.1,.. 
       

Level 3  Nav_&_Can_Mission_3.1,…  Switch_Mission_2.1,.. 
     

Level …  …  … 
       

End Level   Final Demonstrator Scenario  (Navigating by using cans to trigger switches)  
       

Tab. 5-1: An example for a MACS mission matrix: Depending on the major elements of the demo 
scenario different missions are defined to reach higher levels of complexity step by step.  

 
More details on this mission matrix and exact mission descriptions are given in the document: 
“D6.4.1: Report on experiment design”. Right now we already can specify a set of missions 
that are essential for our development. As our understanding of the nature of affordance-based 
control grows, the missions will be adapted accordingly and new missions will be added to 
complete this matrix. 
 




